
DISCOVER THE
MOUNTAINS WITH
DISCOVERY ITALY



WHAT WE OFFER

- Tailor made holidays for individuals, small and large groups
- Assistance before, during and after the holiday
- Expert knowledge of the area
- 24h/24h assistance
- Excellent customer service
- Partners with great reviews
- Plenty of smiles



AOSTA VALLEY 

Dominated by the superb profile of the Monte Bianco,
in the midst of fir and larch trees, Courmayeur boasts
first class tourism accommodation and services at an
international level.
This famous Italian resort also offers a characteristic
historical centre with its narrow, winding streets,
offering a fashionable shopping area, welcoming
restaurants and elegant bars and clubs.

OUR AREAS

MILKY WAY

The Vialattea is one of the world’s largest ski areas with
400km of perfectly linked ski slopes, connecting some
of the most beautiful Italian ski resorts: Sestriere,
Sauze d’Oulx, Sansicario, Cesana, Pragelato, Claviere
and the French resort of Montgenèvre. 
The area hosted the XX Winter Olympics Torino 2006,
for which many new lifts and ski facilities were built.



MILKY WAY Situated at 2,035 metres above sea level and only 100 km
from Turin, Sestriere is the star at the entrance to the
Alpine Milky Way, always on show for world-class winter
sporting events.
Continually living up to its reputation and glamour, it has
hosted (and continues to host) numerous World Cup
events, a World Championship and was the Olympic site
for Alpine Skiing iin 2006

SESTRIERE

Known as “the balcony of the Alps”, winter in Sauze is a
paradise for true ski lovers. The slopes of this small
township form part of the Vialattea, one of the best
prepared, largest and professional ski areas in the world.
The resort is centered around a beautiful  historical centre
that dates back to the 16th century, with winding cobbled
streets and bars and restaurants set in former cellars with
stone-vaulted ceilings, creating a picturesque backdrop to
a dynamic holiday

SAUZE D'OULX

Sestriere & Sauze d'Oulx



AOSTA VALLEY
Courmayeur Dominated by the superb profile of the Monte Bianco, in

the midst of fir and larch trees, Courmayeur boasts first
class tourism accommodation and services at an
international level.
This famous Italian resort also offers a characteristic
historical centre with its narrow, winding streets, offering a
fashionable shopping area, welcoming restaurants and
elegant bars and clubs.

COURMAYEUR

SKYWAY

An extreme engineering challenge among the perennial ices
of the Monte Bianco, inaugurated in June 2015.
The cabin, rotating at 360°, will take you up to 3465 m to
admire the extraordinary view. Lovers of fresh powder can rise
to the challenge offered by the off-piste route with 2000
metres vertical drop.
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LIVE THE
MOUNTAINS

APRÈS SKI DINNER AFTER DINNER

Try alternative
experineces such as:

Snowmobiling 
Sled dogging

Rally driving on ice
Fat e-biking

Snow shoeing
Spas

 

All our resorts have
après ski bars for
partying and more
sophisticated bars
where you can discover
the ritual of the Italian
aperitif

The perfect way to finish a
day on the snow.

Italian cuisine is the best in
world, so try the Italian

dishes and typical mountian
food.

We offer both traditional
restaurants in the village
and high altitude dinners

with snowcat or
snowmobile transportation.

Bar, pub or Club?
You choose how you
want to finish your
perfect day on the
Italian mountains....

THE MOUNTAINS ARE NOT JUST
ABOUT SKIING or SNOWBOARDING:



DO WE ORGANISE INCENTIVES?

WHAT TYPE OF BOOKINGS DO WE MANAGE?
We manage FIT clients and groups, from 2 to 1000
people. We will find the best solution for both. For
individuals we are available 24/7 via phone. For
groups we greet them on arrival and assist with all
the first day needs and then stay in contact for the
whole of their stay.

HOW WE CAN HELP
YOU :

Yes! From a small VIP group to the biggest corporate
incentive. We are here to propose new and unique
activities for your client and help turn your ideas into
reality. Each request is a new challenge for us, and we
give you all the necessary assistance, before, during
and after the event.

SMALL BUDGET?

We have something for everyone. We strive to give
the best experience possible, helping save money at
the same time.



WHAT OUR PARTNERS SAY:
Summit Travel has been working

together with Discovery Italy for 12 years

now. They take care of all our local

contacts with the hotels, ski-shops,

skipass-company, transfers, etc. as well as

local suppliers for special activities.

We are very happy with this cooperation:

They are quick, accurate, nice, flexible

and full of consideration.

Discovery Italy also takes care of our

groups upon arrival in the resorts of

Sauze d’Oulx and Sestriere. This warm

welcome is surely one of the reasons

many clients return with us to this ski-

area.

If all agents in all ski-areas would work

like them, our job would be much easier

Discovery and Holiday Homes in Italy

have been successfully collaborating

for over 10 years, mainly providing

skiing accommodation in the Via

Lattea ski region. The excellent

representatives of Discovery assist our

clients in resort with any problems with

the upmost urgency and efficiency,

often going beyond what is expected,

such as collecting ski passes for groups,

meeting the clients at the

accommodation, booking restaurants

for large groups amongst many other

things. This quality customer service

ensures clients return year after year

and for that reason we are looking to

expand the collaboration into other

regions

"Discovery Italy is more than an added

value for us. We organise group holidays

for huge groups, with demanding

clients. Now and than we face serious

logistic problems. Till now, they found a

solution for every challenge. The devil is

in the details, that’s why Discovery Italy

for us is an angel!"

Summit Travel Holiday Homes in Italy VillaVibes



WHO WE ARE

footer

DENISE HART

General Manager &

Technical Director

VALERIA TRIBOLO

Operations

executive



Contact Information

Via Rivoira Don 24, 10060 San Secondo di Pinerolo
(TORINO)

MAILING ADDRESS

info@discoveryitaly.org

EMAIL ADDRESS

+39 011 3473640

PHONE NUMBER


